COMPLETE FLEXIBILITY:
DR, CR Or Analog Imaging,
To Meet The Needs Of
All Practitioners

Cost Effective Alternatives With No Compromise in Quality
The comprehensive TXR family of tube stands will adapt to any clinical situation. From our CSST ceiling tube mount to our basic 13-SM-84E or any tube stand in between, you’ll find a model that will be functional and work within your budget.

- **CSST NOVA Ceiling Tube Mount – Standard Features**
  - Far reaching ceiling/bridge rails and telescoping sections
  - Tight focal spot to ceiling design to accommodate lower ceiling heights
  - 63” (160 cm) vertical travel, 92.5” (235.2 cm) transverse
  - Slim profile, space saving aluminum telescoping sections with silent motor assist drive
  - User friendly controls with digital displays
  - Flexibility, accommodates stretcher or wheelchair patients comfortably and effortlessly
  - **OPTIONS:** Autotracking — Autopositioning (Manual Standard) — Various length rails

- **MILL-FMT-D Floor Mount Rotate Tube Stand with Digital Readout – Standard Features**
  - 180° Column rotation and 11.8” (30 cm) transverse tube arm travel
  - Digital displays for SID and tube angle
  - Focal spot from floor vertical travel 15.75” to 79.53” (40 to 202 cm)
  - 108.5” floor track, provides 78.74” travel
  - Ergonomic control panel for release of magnetic locks controlling vertical, horizontal and tube rotation

- **MULTI-FMS Floor Mount Rotate Tube Stand – Standard Features**
  - 180° Column rotation and 11.8” (30 cm) transverse tube arm travel
  - Analog display of tube angulation
  - Vertical travel 15.7” (39.9 cm) to 74.75” (189.9 cm)
  - Conveniently located push buttons release magnetic locks that control vertical, horizontal and tube rotation
  - 78.7” (200 cm) Floor track provides 58.3” (148 cm) longitudinal tube travel
  - **OPTION:** 118” (299.7 cm) floor track, provides 97” (246.4 cm) longitudinal travel

- **13-CSM-84 Heavy Duty Rotate Tube Stand – Standard Features**
  - Floor to wall mounted
  - 10’ (304.8 cm) Rails
  - 180° Column rotation with 10” (26 cm) transverse tube arm motion
  - Magnetic locks accessible at handle bar controls longitudinal, transverse, vertical & tube rotation
  - Vertical travel 14.5” (36.8 cm) to 76” (193 cm)

- **13-CT Heavy Duty Non-Rotate Tube Stand, Transverse Arm – Standard Features**
  - Same as C-SM with exception of no column rotation and 8” (243 cm) rails
  - **OPTION:** 10’ (304.8 cm) Rails

- **13-RA-84 Heavy Duty Non-Rotate Tube Stand – Standard Features**
  - Same quality features as 13-CSM-84 with exception of no column rotation or transverse tube arm motion, supplied with 8’ (243 cm) Rails
  - 22” (55.9 cm) Focal spot center from column front
  - **OPTION:** 10’ (304.8 cm) Rails

- **13-SM-84E Medium Duty Floor Ceiling Tube Stand – Standard Features**
  - Floor to wall mount
  - 6’ (182.9 cm) Rails
  - 14.375” (36.5 cm) Focal center from column front
  - Magnetic locks control longitudinal, vertical and tube rotation
  - **OPTION:** 10’ (304.8 cm) Rails

- **13-SM-84-FIXED Fixed Tube Stand – Standard Features**
  - Same as 13-SM-84E except no rails, mounts fixed
The robust MILL-EL-B 4 way float top elevating table and our very functional 13-FBT-4WFT-E 4 way float top fixed height tables were designed keeping in mind the varying sizes of patients being cared for world-wide. The TXR tables are ideally suited for hospitals, clinics, orthopaedic and general practices.

The 13-FBT stationary top table will meet the needs of a small practice with limited space.

Matching any table with one of our quality tube stands and wall stands will deliver a system to meet the needs and budget of any practice.

**MILL-EL-B 4 WAY FLOAT TOP ELEVATING TABLE — STANDARD FEATURES**

- 750 Lb. (340 kg) Patient load
- 86.5” x 31.5” (220 cm x 80 cm) Float top table with 43.4” (110 cm) longitudinal and 9.5” (24 cm) lateral table top movement
- Extensive vertical travel of 19.7” (50 cm) to 35.5” (90 cm)
- Magnetic table top locks
- Collision detector for table top
- Super speed bucky with 10:1 ratio grid and heavy duty cassette tray moves along table base

**OPTIONS:** DR Panel — Various Grids — AEC

**13-FBT-4WFT-E**

**HEAVY DUTY 4 WAY FLOAT TOP TABLE — STANDARD FEATURES**

- 500 lb. (227 kg) Patient load
- 85” x 29.26” (215.9 x 74.4 cm) Float top with extruded table top rails
- Table top movement controlled by foot treadle and secured in place with magnetic lock
- Grid cabinet with 103 line, 10:1 ratio grid and heavy duty cassette tray moves along table base

**OPTIONS:** DR Panel — Super Speed Bucky — Various Grids — AEC

**13-FBT**

**MEDIUM DUTY STATIONARY TOP TABLE — STANDARD FEATURES**

- 325 lb. (147.5 kg) Patient load
- 72” x 27.5” (183 cm x 70 cm) Table top
- Heavy duty grid cabinet with 103 line, 10:1 ratio grid and heavy duty cassette tray moves along table base

**OPTIONS:** DR Panel — Super Speed Bucky — Various Grids —
- 56” (142.3 cm) Long Table Top — 12” (30.5 cm) Drop Leaf — AEC
The selection of TXR wall stands will compliment any tube stand and table. Flexibility allows for preference of style, room configuration and budget.

**MIL-WBS-ADT Millenium Wall Stand – Standard Features**
- Heavy duty floor to wall mounted counterbalanced column
- 17” x 17” (43 cm x 43 cm) Super speed bucky with 103 line, 10:1 ratio grid and heavy duty cassette tray
- Magnetic locks
- 16” (40.6 cm) to 75” (190.5 cm) Vertical travel

**13-BF-7E Wall Stand – Standard Features**
- Floor to wall mounted 84” (213 cm) counterbalanced column
- Heavy duty 17” x 17” (43 cm x 43 cm) grid cabinet with 103 line, 10:1 ratio grid and heavy duty cassette tray
- Magnetic locks
- 13” (33 cm) to 78” (198.1 cm) Vertical travel

**13-BF-7-TILT Tilt Ease III Wall Stand – Standard Features**
- Same quality features as 13-BF-7 except supplied with tilting grid cabinet (tilt is locked in place by heavy duty manual disc lock)
- Tilts from +90° (horizontal) to -42°.

**Options, All Wall Stands:**
- DR Panel
- 17” x 17” (43 cm x 43 cm) Super speed bucky (not available on TILT Ease III)
- Various Grids
- AEC
- Head Clamp